
INCubatoredu Teacher Training
2024 - 2025

Throughout the hands-on training, teachers experience the same pathway as students: they ideate,
develop, and iterate their own product or service startup, which they pitch to professionals. Real
entrepreneurs and business experts serve as volunteer coaches and mentors guiding teacher teams
through the processes of developing hypotheses about a business concept, testing those
hypotheses, adapting, and continually learning and improving. The training also includes teaching
and role-playing opportunities, so teachers can practice instruction in a safe environment. Teachers
end the training with a portfolio of startup business artifacts, a collection of entrepreneurial skills
highly valued in all industries, and a collection of tools to bring this class to life in their school.

Summer Training
Pre-Camp - June & July
1- 5 hrs | at-your-own-pace w/milestone dates
Activities, assignments, and readings to ensure
participants come in with specific skill sets, ready
for the intensity of onsite Startup Bootcamp and
Summit.

Virtual School Year Training
Monthly Check-Ins w/INC Pro
1 hr/month | email, phone, workshop, virtual meeting
Experienced INCubatoredu teachers, called INC Pros,
check in monthly with startup teachers to work through the
first year of implementation.

New Teacher Bootcamp
July 15-17th
3 days | Chicago, 8am - 5pm, Mon-Wed
Intense, bootcamp to learn startup, 21st century
pedagogy, the course curriculum, and other
necessities to successfully run the course.

Teachers who cannot attend in person may attend
online bootcamp, July 30-31, 2024, via Zoom.

Extended Training Sessions
10.5 total hrs | Two 3 hour Saturday workshops in fall
Three 1.5 hour Wednesday workshops in spring
These check-in style extended trainings are meant to
provide teachers support aligned to specific content and
milestones that are “just in time” for classroom instruction.
The spring sessions introduce content that was not part of
the New Teacher Bootcamp.

Uncharted Learning National Summit
2 days | Chicago, July 16 -17, 2024

Return each year to level up your teaching and entrepreneurship skills, and to keep up with curriculum updates.
Collaborate with veteran teachers, industry professionals, and other INCubatoredu and Uncharted Learning

community members.
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